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Abstract— The Dual-SLIP model has been proposed as a
walking template that inherently encodes a rich set of human-
like features. Previous work has used the 3D Dual-SLIP with
bio-inspired leg actuation to generate a human-like dynamic
walking gait over a wide range of speeds. The work presented
in this paper extends the 3D Dual-SLIP walking strategy
to uneven terrain. With nonlinear optimization based on a
multiple-shooting formulation, actuated Dual-SLIP walking
gaits over uneven terrain are identified that handle 1-step
elevation changes up to ±10 cm. Moreover, this Dual-SLIP
actuation strategy enables a constant center of mass (CoM)
forward speed at leg midstance to be maintained. The resultant
gaits have revealed a leg lengthening/shortening strategy that
is similar to that adopted by a human when walking over
prepared, uneven terrain. Results demonstrate that the CoM
trajectories and ground reaction force patterns found with
the approach are comparable to the human data found in
the biomechanics literature. The trajectories generated by
the Dual-SLIP model are also demonstrated to orchestrate a
dynamic walking motion with an anthropomorphic humanoid
model in simulation over uneven terrain.

I. INTRODUCTION

The generation and control of dynamic walking in hu-
manoid robots remains an active topic of research due to
many complexities to manage the high-dimensional state
space of the system. Many approaches make the prob-
lem more tractable by focusing control efforts on simpler
“template” models. The Linear Inverted Pendulum Model
(LIPM) is probably the most well-studied walking template
so far. In earlier approaches based on this model, such as
the ZMP preview control [1], walking is restricted to flat
ground and the resultant gaits usually have large lateral
center of mass (CoM) excursions in order to satisfy static
constraints which dominate the problem at low speeds.
Recently, control strategies developed around the concept
of the 3D capture point [2], or Divergent Component of
Motion (DCM) [3], provide generalizations of LIPM-based
control to the case of uneven terrain. Although the original
LIPM does not inherently model the double support phase
commonly found in walking, recent developments for the
DCM framework have explicitly incorporated features such
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Fig. 1: Two steps of the 3D Dual-SLIP model over uneven
terrain. New findings for this model in uneven terrain sce-
narios agree with human motion data and are capable to be
used to generate dynamic walking in a humanoid.

as a double support phase and the heel-to-toe center of
pressure (CoP) shift [4].

First proposed by Geyer et al. [5] in 2D, the Dual
Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (Dual-SLIP), or bipedal
spring mass model, is an alternate walking template to non-
compliant inverted pendulum models such as the LIPM.
To date, the Dual-SLIP has been significantly less studied,
despite its observed importance in human biomechanics.
This model has been found to reproduce human walking
dynamics, such as its vertical CoM oscillation and double-
peak ground reaction force pattern, with better fidelity than
other template models. It also seamlessly includes a double
support period without an extra mechanism.

The Dual-SLIP model has also shown utility to understand
and produce walking motion in higher degree of freedom
(DoF) models. Geyer and Herr [6] translated the Dual-
SLIP dynamics into a complex neuromuscular model and
found its ability to predict some individual muscle activation
patterns in human walking. Rezazadeh et al. [7] controlled
3D walking in a highly underactuated robot, ATRIAS, based
on heuristics derived from a Dual-SLIP model with damping.
In our previous work [8], we have extended the Dual-
SLIP into 3D (Fig. 1) and added bio-inspired leg-actuation



to address higher walking speeds. We used least-squares
optimization to find a range of reference trajectories based on
the 3D Dual-SLIP model and derived an LQR controller to
handle disturbances during walking. These template results
were then applied to control dynamic walking for a torque-
controlled humanoid in simulation.

The contributions of this paper are: 1) We extend the work
in [8] to uneven terrain, which is the first time the 3D Dual-
SLIP model (with leg actuation) has been used to generate
dynamic walking gaits over uneven terrain. The model
maintains a moderate walking speed (1 m/s) over uneven
terrain by modulating leg parameters. 2) We propose a new
CoM trajectory and footstep position generation method
based on multiple-shooting optimization that is applicable to
both flat ground and uneven terrain (with elevation changes
up to ±10 cm per step). 3) The resultant gait for flat ground
is consistent with that found in [8]. The gait over uneven
terrain also shows a rich set of human-like characteristics
as observed in biomechanical studies. Features such as the
continuance phase of the CoM trajectory during step ascent
(SA) and step descent (SD), the ground reaction force
(GRF) pattern and the leg lengthening/shortening strategy
upon liftoff (LO) and touchdown (TD) all are demonstrated
through the gait generation approach proposed. 4) The
resultant gaits are used as a template to direct walking over
uneven terrain in an anthropomorphic humanoid robot and
produce a natural-looking gait in the humanoid.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a
review of the 3D Dual-SLIP model and its dynamics and
introduces a simple leg actuation strategy that is key to
uneven terrain walking. Section III presents the walking gait
optimization formulation for the 3D Dual-SLIP model over a
range of terrain height changes. A multiple-shooting strategy
is used to manage the complex hybrid dynamics and allows
the optimization to consistently converge. Section IV shows
characteristics of the resultant Dual-SLIP walking gait and
its application to a humanoid robot. Section V provides a
brief summary and outlines future work.

II. THE 3D-DUAL SLIP MODEL

The Dual Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (Dual-SLIP)
model of locomotion is a point-mass model which describes
compliant leg operation during walking. In walking, legs
experience phases of single and double support. These
features in the Dual-SLIP model give rise to nonlinear hybrid
dynamics as described fully in [8]. This section provides a
review of the model and focuses attention to describe the leg
actuation scheme which is used to traverse uneven terrain.

A. Dynamics

The Dual-SLIP model, as shown in Fig. 1, experiences
phases of single and double support. During single support,
given a stance foot position pf ∈ R3, the center of
mass (CoM) dynamics follow simple spring-mass physics
equivalent to that of the traditional 3D-SLIP model:

m p̈c = m g + k (`(t)− ‖l‖) l̂

where m ∈ R is the mass, pc ∈ R3 is the position of the
point mass, k ∈ R is the spring constant, l = pc − pf

is the vector along the leg with l̂ ∈ R3 the corresponding
unit vector, and `(t) ∈ R the rest length of the spring.
The rest leg length is allowed to vary with time, which
is physically equivalent to placing a prismatic actuator in
series with the spring. Piovan and Byl [9] used similar rest
leg length actuation on a 2D SLIP model and showed that
the ability to adjust the system’s net energy is essential for
the SLIP model to travel on terrain with varying heights.

During phases of double support, the dynamics follow
similarly where {A,B} is used to index the two legs in
contact:

m p̈c = m g +
∑

i∈{A,B}

ki (`i(t)− ‖li‖) l̂i .

Letting the possible hybrid states of double support and each
single support be indexed as {DS, SSA, SSB} a typical
sequence of transitions between these phases is SSA →
DS → SSB → DS → · · · . Further details can be found
in [8].

B. Control Variables and Leg Actuation

To control the evolution of the Dual-SLIP model, a num-
ber of control variables are studied here. These controls can
be roughly classified into two subgroups: phase transition
control and leg length actuation. These controls are described
in the following two paragraphs.

In this work, we are interested to study trajectories of this
model to traverse known uneven terrain. In such scenarios,
a shortened or lengthened leg may be required to complete
the transition. To this end, we allow the model to select leg
touchdown (TD) and liftoff (LO) lengths LTD and LLO during
each step, as well as touchdown angles (θ, φ) described
below. Consider a step with change in terrain height ∆h
following SSA → DS → SSB as shown in the first half
of Fig. 1. Mode transitions then occur at the following
switching surfaces

SSSA→DS = {(pc, ṗc) | eTz lA = LTD cos(θ) + ∆h} (1)
SDS→SSB

= {(pc, ṗc) | ‖lA‖ = LLO} , (2)

where ez = [0, 0, 1]T is the unit vector in the vertical
direction. The forward touchdown angle θ ∈ R is used with
a lateral touchdown angle φ ∈ R to control the new foot
position at landing as

pf,B = pc + LTD

sin(θ) cos(φ)
sin(θ) sin(φ)
− cos(θ)

 .
Similar surfaces and update laws govern a step which
follows the sequence SSB → DS → SSA.

While the parameters (LTD, LLO, θ, φ) can be used to
control the transitions between phases, active leg lengthen-
ing/shortening is used within each phase to modulate the
force delivered along the leg. In [10], a sinusoidal shaped
trajectory for the rest leg length of a SLIP model was applied
during the stance phase. Here in this paper, from many
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the actuation variables for the leading
leg (leg B, red) and trailing leg (leg A, blue), starting at
midstance (MS). Solid lines are the rest leg lengths, and
dashed lines are the actual leg lengths.

potential choices, we study a particularly simple rest leg
length change strategy which follows

˙̀(t) = β .

β is chosen to be constant (i.e. rest leg length changes
linearly) for each stance leg during a specific walking
phase. We allow β to change at the transition bound-
aries, which provides a total of four control variables
(βA,ss, βA,ds, βB,ds, βB,ss) within each step (see Fig. 2).
Further, the initial rest leg length at TD, `TD, may be chosen
independently of LTD such that LTD ≤ `TD. This actuation
scheme allows non-zero positive vertical ground reaction
forces at touchdown (analogous to ground impact) and
at liftoff (analogous to toe-off push) [11]. Finally, spring
constants kA and kB may also be chosen independently for
each leg. In summary, to address higher walking speed as
well as uneven terrain, the following control variables are
considered to shape the behavior of the Dual-SLIP model
over the course of a step:

u=(LTD, LLO, θ, φ, `TD, βA,ss, βA,ds, βB,ds, βB,ss, kA, kB) .

III. GAIT OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION

Previous work has provided a method to generate 2-step
periodic walking gaits with the 3D Dual-SLIP model [8].
This section focuses on new methods for the generation of
non-steady-state walking gaits that are needed to traverse
prepared, uneven terrain. By prepared terrain, we mean
uneven terrain which is relatively flat, but with well defined
unevenness such as curbs, slopes and speed bumps, just like
those found in everyday urban environments. Humans do not
significantly reduce speed when traversing terrain with these
conditions, which is also desirable in humanoids. This work
focuses on prepared, uneven terrain with discrete height
changes per step. Optimization is formulated to discover
walking gaits for this scenario that have characteristics which
are similar to those observed in humans (such as the CoM
vertical and lateral oscillation, ground reaction force pattern,
and double support ratio).

More specifically, optimization is formulated to regulate
the state of the model at MS during single support. Mid-
stance (MS) is defined as the instant of zero vertical velocity

and nominally occurs in the middle of stance with respect
to time during single support. The state of the model at MS
is given by the position and velocity of the CoM w.r.t. the
stance foot x = [lT , l̇T ]T .

A. Shooting Formulation

Given an initial state x0 at the current midstance, and
an upcoming ground height change ∆h, this section will
describe a nonlinear optimization problem to select controls
u which steer the Dual-SLIP model to a desired state x1

at the following midstance. The initial state x0 is assumed
to coincide with that from steady-state walking at a desired
speed. Methods to find such a state and an associated control
policy for the model on level ground are given in [8].
Throughout this section, it is assumed that the leg initially
in single support is leg A as shown in the first step of Fig. 1.
During MS-to-MS control, an additional control variable `MS

is added to enable a discontinuous change in rest length at
MS to remove or inject energy into the system.

The overall goal of the optimization formulation here is
to provide trajectories of the model that are 2-step periodic
modulo ground height. That is, regardless of the terrain
height change ∆h, MS states are sought which achieve con-
stant height, forward position, and forward velocity relative
to the foot at each MS. Also, MS states are sought which
have alternating lateral positions and velocities (ŷ direction)
relative to the stance foot. This is expressed mathematically
through selecting

x1 = Ax0

where A = diag(1,−1, 1, 1,−1, 1).
Letting the discrete dynamics governed by the hybrid

system be described as

xn+1 = P (xn,un,∆hn)

we can formulate a shooting optimization problem to find
controls u:

min
u

f(u) (3)

s.t. Ax0 = P (x0,u,∆h) (4)
g(u) ≤ 0 (5)
u ≤ u ≤ ū (6)

where constraint and cost functions g(u) and f(u) are
obtained through forward simulation and are described in
the following subsections. u and ū are the lower and upper
bounds on the optimization variables.

B. Constraints

A few nonlinear inequality constraints (NICs) are needed
to make sure the trajectories generated by the optimization
are feasible on a humanoid. Given selections of u, we note
that the hybrid simulation also provides the time of TD for
leg B (tTD), the time of liftoff for leg A (tLO), and the final
MS time tEND. First, to ensure that the resultant gait does not
exceed the kinematic limits in the system that it abstracts
(e.g. a humanoid), we require



• At TD, the length of leg B is smaller than 1.0 m

‖lB(tTD)‖ ≤ 1.0 (NIC-1)

• At LO, the length of leg A is smaller than 1.0 m

‖lA(tLO)‖ ≤ 1.0 . (NIC-2)

Note that the constraint of 1.0 m is appropriate for a nominal
human-size system. Also, since the ground can only provide
unilateral forces, we require the leg length to always be less
than the rest length. Further, to keep the resultant gait close
to that of a human, we require the ground reaction force
(GRF) at MS to bear at least 60% of the total body weight.
These requirements are formulated through the following
constraints

`B(tTD)− LTD ≥ 0.0 (NIC-3)
`A(tLO)− LLO ≥ 0.0 (NIC-4)

kA · (`A(t0)− ‖lA(t0)‖) ≥ 0.60 ·m‖g‖ (NIC-5)
kB · (`B(tEND)− ‖lB(tEND)‖) ≥ 0.60 ·m‖g‖ . (NIC-6)

C. Costs

To further shape the behavior of the optimal trajectory
to share characteristics with human walking, two costs are
proposed:
• The double support ratio of the resultant gait should

be close to the nominal value of human walking
(ηd ≈ 0.2). The error in achieving this desired
behavior is then

D =
tLO − tTD

tEND − t0
− ηd . (7)

• The resultant gait should minimize the GRF B upon
touchdown and GRF A upon liftoff. These impact and
“toe-off” forces for minimization are

FB,TD = kB · (`B(tTD)− LTD), and (8)
FA,LO = kA · (`A(tLO)− LLO) . (9)

These costs are combined together in a weighted sum of
squares to form the cost

f(u) = D2 + s · F2
B,TD + s · F2

A,LO

for some scaling s > 0.

D. Solution via Multiple Shooting

Our previous study used single shooting to optimizie
a 1-step trajectory for steady-state walking. This study
demonstrated a sufficient condition for symmetry in the 3D
Dual-SLIP model that enabled our single-shooting method to
be successful. In general, single-shooting optimization will
often have difficulty to converge due to extreme sensitivity of
the trajectories from the complex hybrid dynamics. Further,
when walking is extended to uneven terrain, the trajectory
symmetry properties used to reduce the problem on level ter-
rain no longer hold. Therefore, a multiple-shooting strategy
was adopted for 1-step walking trajectory optimization here.

Multiple-shooting, a direct approach, has been shown to be
particularly suitable for problems with many constraints and
multiple stages. For example, Clever and Mombaur [12] used
this approach to effectively fit human motion capture data
to a simple 3D walking model with series elastic actuation
and massive feet.

To enable convergent optimization for Eqs. 3-6, instead
of 1-step single shooting, 3 shooting phases are adopted to
handle the 3 hybrid phases of the dynamics. As a result, addi-
tional optimization variables are introduced for the states xTD

and xLO along with the necessary continuity constraints; i.e.
the end state of the current shooting phase needs to match the
initial state of the next shooting phase. Switching times tTD,
tLO, and tEND are also added to the optimization. As a result,
phase switching is no longer determined by event detection,
but is instead based solely on the three times. Avoiding these
event-based phase transitions has empirically shown to make
the problem better conditioned. Note that with the newly
added optimization variables, the touchdown and liftoff leg
length, LTD and LLO, can instead be determined implicitly.
With this in mind, the final optimization variables are

u=(tTD, tLO, tEND,xTD,xLO, θ, φ, `MS, `TD,

βA,ss, βA,ds, βB,ds, βB,ss, kA, kB) . (10)

The final form of the optimization problem can then be
written as

min
u

f(u) (11)

s.t. xTD = GSSA
(x0,u) (12)

xLO = GDS(xTD,u,∆h) (13)
Ax0 = GSSB

(xLO,u) (14)
g(u) ≤ 0 (15)
u ≤ u ≤ ū (16)

where GSSA
,GDS,GSSB

are the mappings that correspond
to the state evolution across the three phases respectively
(as goverened by tTD, tLO, and tEND). Eqs. 12 and 13 enforce
trajectory continuity constraints for the multiple shooting
approach. In Eq. 13, although xTD is actually part of u, it
is listed separately to clearly show the initial state of phase
DS. From this initial state, the touchdown position for foot
B can be implicitly computed within GDS . Since x0 is a MS
state, Eq. 14 enforces that tEND corresponds to a subsequent
MS state. g(u) is the same as defined in Section III-B.

IV. RESULTS

The approach presented in Section III-D is used to find
trajectories for a range of terrain height changes within one
step. The Dual-SLIP model used was selected to have a mass
m = 147 kg1 and nominal maximum leg length lmax =
1.0 m. The initial MS state of each step is fixed at x0 =[
x0, y0, z0, ẋ0, ẏ0, ż0

]T
=

[
0.0, 0.06, 0.96, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0

]T
.

The parameters and initial state are selected to be a good
match for the targeted humanoid robot, Atlas, shown in
Fig. 3.

1This is actually the total mass of the Atlas V3 model.



The data shown below are for terrain height changes from
-0.06 m to +0.06 m. Larger terrain height differences within
a step are also possible (up to ±10 cm) but require a slightly
relaxed NIC-1 constraint (for stepping down) or NIC-2 (for
stepping up); in particular, to allow ‖lB(tTD)‖ and ‖lA(tLO)‖
to exceed the “maximum” leg length by 2 cm. This will not
be a problem as long as the kinematic limits of the targeted
humanoid are not exceeded.

Sequential quadratic programming is used to solve the op-
timization problem. Convergence is usually achieved within
30 iterations. To further improve smoothness, fixed-step
Euler integration is used for simulation instead of an adaptive
step method. To promote more consistent behavior of the
optimizer over different terrain heights, the spring constants
kA and kB are both fixed at a predetermined constant value
(2.5 ×104 N/m).

A. Characteristics of Resultant Gaits

Figure 4 shows the touchdown and liftoff leg lengths (LTD,
LLO) selected by the optimizer over varying step elevation
changes (∆h). When walking over flat ground (∆h = 0.0),
the touchdown leg length is equal to the liftoff leg length,
LTD = LLO = L0 for some L0 < lmax. During a step, if
the terrain height decreases, the leading leg (B) reaches to
the ground for touchdown with a leg length larger than L0

(maxed out at lmax) and the trailing leg (A) lifts off early be-
fore it reaches L0. If the terrain height increases, the leading
leg adapts by touching down with a leg length shorter than
L0 while the trailing leg keeps pushing until it reaches a leg
length larger than L0 (also maxed out at lmax). Further, the
amount that the TD/LO leg length changes is approximately
equal to the terrain height change (when ‖∆h‖ > 2 cm). A
human adopts a similar leg lengthening/shortening strategy
at TD/LO when negotiating prepared, uneven terrain without
loss of forward CoM velocity. Evidence can be found in the
free on-line CMU Motion Capture Database (in “A human
walks on uneven terrain” trials) [13].

Figure 5 shows the CoM trajectories (projected onto
the sagittal plane) over one step optimized for different
terrain height changes. These trajectories are actually very
consistent with those observed in human data during stair
ascent and descent [14]. When stepping down, the major
elevation loss of the CoM happens in the first half of the
step (termed “controlled-lowering” phase in [14]), and when
stepping up, the major elevation gain of the CoM happens in
the second half of the step (termed “vertical-thrust” phase).
In the second half of a downward step and the first half
of an upward step, the CoM does not change its height
much relative to flat ground walking (termed “forward-
continuance” phase). When walking over flat ground, the
CoM trajectory shows a small vertical excursion (around 3
cm), which is consistent with the study on human subjects
in [15].

Figure 6 shows the vertical ground reaction force (GRF)
patterns of the Dual-SLIP model that correspond to the CoM
trajectories in Fig. 5. With the simple actuation strategy
shown in Fig. 7 (also discussed in Section II-B), the GRF

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Snapshots of the Atlas humanoid model traversing
uneven terrain by following the CoM trajectory and footstep
locations generated by the 3D-actuated Dual-SLIP model. In
(a), the step height is -6 cm and in (b) the step height is +10
cm.
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Fig. 4: Evolution of the length of leg B upon touchdown
(LTD) and the length of leg A upon liftoff (LLO) over different
step elevation changes (∆h).

patterns display a series of “human-like” features. It can
be observed in Fig. 6 that during descent, the leading
(touchdown) leg experiences a larger force peak; while
during ascent, the larger force peak is seen in the trailing
leg before it lifts off. During flat ground walking, both force
peaks are of the same height. Also, the maximum force peak
is in the range of 1.1 to 1.3 BW (body weight). All these
GRF features from Dual-SLIP walking are also found in
human walking [14], [16], [17]. CoM trajectories and GRF
patterns in most biomechanics literature are plotted from
touchdown to liftoff of a single leg while all our data are
plotted from MS to MS. Therefore a time shift is required to
compare our results to those in the biomechanics literature.

B. Application to a Humanoid Robot

The results shown here are also applicable to the control
of humanoid robots. Here, the humanoid considered is an
anthropomorphic model based on Atlas V3 [18] with 28
torque-controlled DoFs and a body mass distribution similar
to a human (Fig. 3). To create dynamic walking over pre-
pared, uneven terrain in this humanoid model, a prioritized
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task-space controller with a state machine [19] is used to
coordinate the whole-body motion while tracking the “ref-
erence” CoM trajectory and footstep locations generated by
the 3D Dual-SLIP model with aforementioned leg actuation
and TD/LO leg lengthening/shorthening strategies. A task
on centroidal angular momentum [20] is also included (but
at a lower priority) to promote arm swing during walking.
Fig. 3 includes two snapshots from the humanoid walking
simulation. A short video demo is also available at http:
//go.osu.edu/iros2015 . Improving the naturality of
the arm motion in the video will be a topic of future work.

C. Swing Foot Trajectory

After running the gait optimization over a variety of height
changes ∆h, an interesting trend emerges. Figure 8 shows
the swing foot position relative to the CoM at touchdown
over the range of step heights considered. From ∆h = 0
m to ∆h = −0.06 m, you can see a smooth swing leg
retraction. That is, when combined with the touchdown
timing in Fig. 9, Fig. 8 provides a feedforward swing leg
retraction trajectory which could enable terrain robustness
without ground height sensing. This swing leg retraction has
been studied thoroughly for the single SLIP model [21], [22],
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Fig. 9: Optimized touchdown time (after MS) for varying
step elevation changes (-0.06 m to 0.06 m).

and has broad implications for robustness, reducing impact
loss, and avoiding contact slippage [23].

However, Fig. 8 shows that swing leg retraction may be
part of a larger story. The trajectory from ∆h = 0.06 m to
∆h = 0 m exhibits leg protraction and extension to reach for
the ground. These are natural characteristics of leg cycling
motion, and Fig. 8 suggests they may also afford robustness
advantages to unperceived ground height increases as well.
This interesting finding will be a topic of more extensive
study in future work.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an optimization formulation that finds
human-like, dynamic walking gaits over known uneven
terrain in a 3D Dual-SLIP model with simple leg actuation.
The resultant gaits are shown to be applicable to a complex
humanoid model. Future work will be focused on the de-
velopment of walking strategies for the actuated Dual-SLIP
model that are robust to terrain uncertainties.
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